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Abstract—The emerging deep learning technology is a promis-
ing means for context recognition with multimedia data. We are
interested in using the deep learning with images for context
recognition in smart homes. In the home context recognition, the
room layout, the environment, and the contexts to be recognized
are different from one household to another. Therefore, a unique
recognition model is required for every different household. For
this, if we take a naive approach that uses the deep learning
directly, a huge amount of labeled images are required, which
is practically impossible for general households. The goal of this
research is to develop an image-based context recognition method
that is affordable at home. In the proposed method, we exploit
a cognitive API which performs general image recognition, and
retrieve the information within the image as text. By using the
text as features, we classify the context with ordinal supervised
machine learning. Compared with the expensive approach with
deep learning, the proposed method uses generic image recogni-
tion of the cognitive API, and light-weight machine learning. As
a result, the context recognition customized for every household
can be achieved with much less effort.

Index Terms—context recognition, image, cognitive API, ma-
chine learning

I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid progress of IoT (Internet of Things) tech-
nologies, make it possible to acquire various information
in the physical space, and use it for value-added services.
In the smart homes, research and development of recognize
various contexts about users and home environments have
been actively conducted. Examples of home contexts include
situations about ADL (Activities of Daily Living) of users,
such as eating, sleeping, watching tv, reading books, and
situations about home environments, such as lights off, no
people, messy room.

The mainstream of the conventional home context recog-
nition is to use the numerical data obtained from ambient
and/or wearable sensors and home appliances. Typical re-
searches include a daily living activity sensing using power
consumption of home appliances and location information of
users [1], and a same sensing utilizing sensors of the smart
phones [2]. Also, there are researches to learn and estimate
situations from measurement of environmental change values
such as temperature, humidity and illuminance at home [3].

In recent years, the emerging development of the deep
learning has greatly advanced the learning and recognition
technology of multimedia data such as images, voices, videos,
and texts. We consider that the multimedia data include rich

information than conventional sensor data, and home context
recognition using multimedia data is promising. Therefore, our
interest is to develop a new home context recognition method
utilizing multimedia data (especially, image data) [4] [5].

However, the main difficulty of home context recognition
using image data is that individual differences from one
household to another. Since the room layout, the existing
objects, and the environment are different from one household
to another even though the same context (e.g., eating), the
information shown in the image is largely different. Also, the
contexts to be recognized are different from one household
to another. Therefore, a unique recognition model is required
for every different household. As a simple approach, although
the recognition model with high accuracy can be constructed
by acquiring images at home with the deep learning directly,
this approach requires a huge amount of labeled images and
highest computing power. Therefore, it is not realistic to
implement it in general households.

The goal of this paper is to propose a method of home
context recognition using image data that can be realized
in general households. In the proposed methods, we first
proposed a framework for home context recognition with
the machine learning. In this framework, we define arbitrary
contexts at home, acquire data, and recognize contexts with the
machine learning. At the same time, we do not specifying the
type of data and algorithms of the machine learning, and using
the deep learning is also possible. As an implementation of
the above framework, we then proposed a new home context
recognition method utilizing the feature values of cognitive
API. The cognitive API is a cloud service API (Application
Programming Interface) that highly recognizes multimedia
data such as images, voices, videos, and texts.

Our key idea is to acquire images at home and send them
to the general purpose image-based cognitive API, retrieve
information (tag sets) included in each image from the API
results. We then conduct text mining to all tag sets, and
vectorize them. We finally use these vectors to construct a
multi-valued classification model with the supervised machine
learning. Since we use feature values and the light-weight
machine learning instead of image data and the conventional
deep learning, the context recognition customized for every
household can be achieved with much less effort.

Based on the proposed method, we have conducted an
experiment to acquire images and recognize the contexts in our
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laboratory. We first installed an USB camera to take a snapshot
every five seconds, and the images are cumulated in a server
during two weeks. We then defined seven contexts: General
meeting, Cleaning, Eating, No people, Personal discussion,
Gaming, and Studying. For each context, we selected 100
representative images considered to expose the context well.

Based on the key idea, we sent the selected 700 images
to Microsoft Azure Computer Vision API 1 and retrieved the
tag sets from the API results. We then regarded the tag
sets (obtained from an image) as a document (corpus), and
vectorized each tag sets using TF-IDF (Term Frequency -
Inverse Document Frequency) 2. We finally introduced each
vectorized tag sets and corresponding the context labels to
Microsoft Azure Machine Learning Studio 3, and constructed
a recognition model with Multiclass Neural Network.

The experimental results showed that the overall accuracy of
the recognition model constructed was 0.929, and the average
accuracy was 0.980. Then, the accuracy of reliably recognized
data in each context label was 0.929, and the accuracy of reli-
ably recognized data in all context labels was 0.924. According
to the results using Confusion Matrix, the recognition accuracy
of general meeting was 95.3%, cleaning was 90.9%, eating
was 83.3%, no people was 100.0%, personal discussion was
96.0%, gaming was 82.2%, studying was 100.0%. In addition,
the recognition accuracy of no people and studying was the
highest, and the recognition accuracy of eating and gaming
was lowest in the 7 contexts.

II. PRELIMINARY

A. Home Context Recognition

The home contexts refer to all situation information on
users and home environments. What kind of the situation be
existed in the home at the moment is great importance to
the contents and the timing of the service. Accordingly, the
important research topics has been studied for many years in
the field of ubiquitous computing about how to improve the
accuracy of home context recognition and how to use contexts
to provide the smart service (context-aware service).

The mainstream of the ubiquitous computing is to recognize
the contexts using the numerical data obtained from ambient
and/or wearable sensors and smart phones, etc. A living
activity recognition system based on power consumption of
appliances and inhabitant’s location information [1] and living
activity recognition technology using sensors in smartphone
[2] and capturing activities of daily living for elderly at
home based on environment change and speech dialog [3] are
concrete examples.

The above examples apply numerical data obtained from
various sensors to rules and machine learning to estimate
and determine ADL (Activities of Daily Living) of users
and situations of home environments. Unfortunately, in many
conventional researches, the home context recognition has not

1https://azure.microsoft.com/ja-jp/services/cognitive-services/computer-
vision/

2http://ailaby.com/tfidf/
3https://azure.microsoft.com/ja-jp/services/machine-learning-studio/

been widely used in general households since the necessity of
dedicated sensors and the complexity of operation.

Nowadays, home context recognition is promised to be
applied to smart homes where practical use is remarkable.
Typical application examples include the monitoring system
for elderly living alone and improvement for the rhythm of
life of users.

B. Home Context Recognition using Image Data

In recent years, camera devices (e.g., web camera) are
becoming more easy to introduce and install even in the gen-
eral households due to the low cost, and the miniaturization.
Also, the information amount of the image data obtained from
the camera is larger than the numerical data of the sensor.
Therefore, the home context recognition is potential to realize
more powerful and easy to introduce using image data.

Generally, the advanced image recognition technology is
required for recognize and understand the image data. With
the recent development and spread of the deep learning,
recognition with high precision that can withstand practical
use has become possible. However, from the viewpoint of
the training data preparation and computation resources, it is
unrealistic to construct context recognition models for each
household with the deep learning.

C. Image-Based Cognitive Service

Cognitive service is a cloud service that recognizes multi-
media data such as images, voices, and texts. It is implemented
by the trained machine learning models which are generally
built using abundant cloud computing resources. The cognitive
API (Application Programming Interface) are the APIs for
calling and using cognitive service from external applications.
This makes it easy to incorporate large-scale and complex
recognition processing into applications.

The image-based cognitive service recognizes and retrieves
various information from given images, and returns them.
Famous services include Microsoft Azure Computer Vision,
IBM Watson Visual Recognition, Google Cloud Vision, and
Amazon Rekognition. The APIs recognized and retrieved
information include face, age, sex, hair style, object, text,
background, category, place, and color.

D. Previous Study: Evaluating Feasibility of Image-Based
Cognitive APIs for Home Context Sensing [4] [5]

In the previous study [4] [5], we examined whether the
home context recognition can be realized using the commercial
image-based cognitive APIs. Specifically, we first installed an
USB camera to acquire images of the daily activities of mem-
bers of the laboratory such as meeting, eating, and gaming.
We then sent the images to the APIs and examined whether
the contexts can be estimated using the information retrieved
from the API recognition results. In the experiment, we used
three different APIs include Microsoft Azure Computer Vision
API, IBM Watson Visual Recognition API, and Google Cloud
Vision API. We finally analyzed the set of tags describing the
images output from each the API results.
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Fig. 1. The framework of home context recognition using machine learning

In the analysis, we evaluated whether set of tags reflects the
original context, and we checked if the cohesion of the same
context and the isolation of the different contexts are possible
by document similarity measures. As a result, we found that
too much performance can not be obtained if the set of tags
output by the APIs are applied to the context recognition.

E. Machine Learning Platform

The cloud platform has appeared that can construct and
deploy machine learning models depending on requirements of
users. Users can upload data according to their own purpose,
then experiment and construct their own machine learning
models using combining various kinds of algorithms. Such
as Microsoft Azure Machine Learning Studio, Google Cloud
Machine Learning Engine 4, and Amazon Sage Maker 5 have
been known. We mainly use Azure Machine Learning Studio
in this paper.

III. THE FRAMEWORK OF HOME CONTEXT RECOGNITION
USING MACHINE LEARNING

A. Goal

The individual differences from one household to another
such as the room layout and home environment need to be
considered when the home context recognition is performing.
Therefore, it is necessary to construct a customized recognition
model for each household when implementing the recognition
using the machine learning.

4https://cloud.google.com/ml-engine/?hl=ja
5https://aws.amazon.com/jp/machine-learning/

In this section, we proposed a general flow of the home
context recognition as a framework. Also, users of each
household can freely select data, define contexts, and use
algorithms of the machine learning. By doing so, we aim to
flexibly respond to various requirements and constraints which
differ one household to another.

B. Overall Flow

More specically, the proposed framework consists of the
following four steps (Fig. 1):
STEP1: Acquiring data
I. Defining home contexts to recognize: We define a set
C = {c1, c2, ..., cm} of home contexts to be recognized.
II．Acquiring data used for the context recognition: We
first deploy an device for acquiring data such as sensor and
camera in the target space to observe. Using the device, we
then acquire data of the space periodically with an appropriate
interval in order to accumulate data.
STEP2: Creating datasets
For each context ci ∈ C, we manually select representative n
data D(ci) = {datai1, datai2, ..., datain} that well expose ci

from all data obtained in Step 1. Therefore, we create totally
m × n data sets in this step.
STEP3: Constructing the model using the machine learn-
ing
I. Retrieving feature values: We retrieve feature values useful
for the context recognition. Here, retrieving feature values with
the deep learning are automated.
II. Splitting data: We split training data and test data from
created data sets. Specifically, we split α data and n − α
data as train(ci) and test(ci) from n data of each data(ci).
Regarding splitting data sets, there are various methods such
as splitting randomly, Hold-out, and Cross Validation.
III. Training the model: We apply algorithms of super-
vised machine learning A with training data train(ci) =
{trainc1, trainc2, ..., traincm} as input values, and we con-
struct the recognition model M . Here, M is a multilevel
classifier that output category ci for input dij(1 ≤ j ≤ n).
Regarding A, there are various algorithms of the deep learning,
and typical algorithms include NN (Neural Network), SVM
(Support Vector Machine), and Decision Tree.
IV. Evaluating the model: We input test data test(ci) =
{testc1, testc2, ..., testcm} to M , and we evaluate the recog-
nition accuracy of M by checking if it outputs category ci

corresponding to test data. If the recognition accuracy of M
is low or unable to meet our requirements, we will reconstruct
the model in previous step.
STEP4：Deploying and operating the model
I. Deploying the model: We save the trained model M and
make it online accessible from the target space. As for this,
there are the functions in the machine learning platform to
deploy the models as web services on the cloud and make it
accessible by the APIs.
II. Operating the model: In this way, we input the data
acquired in the target space to M , and let the obtained output
c as the recognized home context. Ultimately, we can use c
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Fig. 2. The comparison of the machine learning and the deep learning

Fig. 3. The flow of the proposed method

obtained to develop new value-added services corresponding
to requirements and situations from one household to another.

IV. PROPOSED METHOD

A. Key Idea

We consider implementing the framework of section III
using image data obtained from the camera. Generally, when
constructing a high-precision machine learning model with
image data as input values, the most powerful method is to use
deep learning. That is, construct M using algorithms of deep
learning into A of STEP3 of section III (Fig. 2). However,
since this method requires a huge amount of training data and
computing resources to construct the model, it is not realistic
to implement in general households.

In this section, we proposed a new home context recognition
method. Regarding our key idea, we first retrieve information
(tag sets) included in the image as feature values from image-
based cognitive API, we then construct the home context
recognition model using the light-weight machine learning.
As described in section II-D, the set of tags itself could not
be used for the context recognition. That is, general purpose
image-based cognitive API did not sufficiently characterize the
household specific context.

In the proposed new method, we retrieve feature values
using image-based cognitive API, and we apply these to
the light-weight machine learning in order to create a new
classifier of the household specific context recognition. This
section aims at constructing a model with much less effort
than when using the deep learning.

B. Flow of the Proposed Method
We apply the above key idea in STEP3-I of the framework

of section III. The proposed new method consists of following
two steps (Fig. 3) :
STEP3-I-I: Retrieving feature values
We send each image dataik(1 ≤ i ≤ m)(1 ≤ k ≤ n) in n
data D(ci) to image-based cognitive API, and we obtain set
of tags Tag(dataik) = {w1, w2, w3, ...} from the API results
corresponding to each image dataik.
STEP3-I-II: Vectorizing feature values
We first regard the total of all tag sets

∪
ik Tag(dataik)

(obtained from STEP3-I-I) as a document (corpus), and we
vectorize each set of tags Tag(dataik) to set of vectors
Vik = [v1, v2, ...]. We then associate each context ci as a label
with Vk. As the methods of vectorizing documents, there are
TF-IDF, Word2Vec, GloVe, and FastText, ect.

C. Constructing the recognition model with this method
We first regard set of vectors Vk and labels ci corresponding

to them (obtained from STEP3-I-II) as created data sets,
and we then apply STEP3 of the framework in order to
construct the recognition model M using algorithms of general
supervised machine learning. Here, M is a multilevel classifier
that classifies input set of vectors to c1, c2, ..., cn. Just in
STEP4, it is necessary that sending to image-based cognitive
API, and vectorizing feature values plus

∪
ik Tag(dataik)

together when inputting the value to this model every time.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

A. Preparing Data
In this experiment, we set the target space to be a smart

home space, which is a part of our laboratory. In STEP1-I, we
define seven contexts: General meeting, Cleaning, Eating, No
people, Personal discussion, Gaming, and Studying. In STEP1-
II, we install an USB camera to acquire images of the daily
activities of members of the laboratory. We develop a program
that takes a snapshot with the USB camera every five seconds,
and the images are cumulated in a server during two weeks. In
STEP2, for each context, we select 100 representative images
considered to expose the context well, and the selection is
done by visual inspection.
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Fig. 4. The representative images for each context and USB camera

TABLE I
THE EXAMPLES OF EXTRACTED TAG SETS FROM THE API

Fig. 5. The results of this experiment with metrics

B. Execution of the Proposed Method

We execute STEP3 of framework according to added two
substeps of section IV-B. We used the Microsoft Azure Com-
puter Vision API to retrieve feature values in STEP3-I-I. We

first sent all selected images data to API and retrieved tag
sets as feature values from the API recognition results. Table
I shows the examples of extracted tag sets from the API
recognition results. We then vectorized tag sets using TF-IDF
in STEP3-I-II. TF-IDF is a method of numerical statistic that
is intended to reflect how important a word is to a document
in a collection or corpus. By this method, we can get a vector
of each tag present in a document (corpus). In Step 3-II,
we randomized all created data sets, and we splited them
into half as training data and test data. Fig. 4 shows the
representative images for each context and USB camera. We
finally constructed a model for the home context recognition
using training data and the algorithm of Multiclass Neural
Network on machine learning platform of Microsoft Azure
Machine Learning Studio in Step 3-III.

C. Evaluate the Model

Regarding evaluating the model in STEP3-IV, we input
test data to the trained model (constructed from STEP3-
III), and we evaluate the accuracy of the model by compare
output values from the model with actual values. We used
the following metrics to evaluating the model. By the results
of metrics, we can evaluate the overall accuracy, average
accuracy, micro-averaged precision, macro-averaged precision,
micro-averaged recall, and macro-averaged recall of the model.
In addition, we can also evaluate the recognition accuracy for
each context using Confusion Matrix.

D. Results

The results of this experiment shown in Fig. 5 using metrics
and Fig. 6 using confusion matrix. From the results of metrics
in Fig. 5, we found that the constructed model achieves high
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Fig. 6. The results of this experiment with confusion matrix

recognition accuracy of 0.92 or more for any metrics. Also,
from the results of confusion matrix in Fig. 6, we knew that
the proportion of correct and/or incorrect recognition of each
context as following.

The proportion of correct recognition of “General meet-
ing” was 95.3%, and the remaining 4.7% was incorrectly
recognized as “Gaming”. The proportion of correct recog-
nition of “Cleaning” was 90.9%, the remaining 5.5% was
incorrectly recognized as “Eating”, and the remaining 3.6%
was incorrectly recognized as “Personal discussion”. The
proportion of correct recognition of “Eating” was 83.3%, the
remaining 4.2% was incorrectly recognized as “Cleaning, and
the remaining 12.5% was incorrectly recognized as “Gaming.
The proportion of correct recognition of “No people” was
100.0%. The proportion of correct recognition of “Personal
discussion” was 96.0%, the remaining 2.0% was incorrectly
recognized as “General meeting”, and the remaining 2.0%
was incorrectly recognized as “Clearning”. The proportion of
correct recognition of “Gaming” was 82.2%, the remaining
13.3% was incorrectly recognized as “General meeting”, the
remaining 2.2% was incorrectly recognized as “Eating”, and
the remaining 2.2% was incorrectly recognized as “Personal
discussion”. The proportion of correct recognition of “Study-
ing” was 100.0%.

From the above results, we found that the proportion of
correct recognition of “No people” and “Studying” were
highest, “Eating” and “Gaming” were lowest. Also, we found
that the proportion of incorrect recognition of “Eating” as
“Gaming” and “Gaming” as “General meeting” were highest.

E. Discussion

Regarding the evaluating results of constructed the model
in this experiment, we found that the accuracy of context

recognition with the small group (especially, one person) or
nobody was the highest. In contrast, we found that the context
recognition with the big group such as “Eating”, “Gaming”,
and “General meeting” were difficult.

Generally, the context recognition with the big group is
associated the feature values using interactions or actions
between people in one certain period of time. However, in
the context recognition using image data, since the contexts
are clipped as instantaneous snapshots, it is sometimes hard to
distinguish them even by human eyes. We consider that these
were possibly expressed by numbers.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we first proposed the framework of the home
context recognition using the machine learning, and we then
proposed a new method of the context recognition using image
data that can be introduced in general households. Regarding
the new method, we retrieve the information (tag sets) from
image data using cognitive API, and we construct the model
using the feature values and the light-weight machine learning.
By doing so, we can realize the home context recognition with
much less effort than the deep learning.

In experimental evaluation, we vectorized tag sets (obtained
from cognitive API) using TF-IDF, and we have been con-
ducted the experiment of the recognition for seven contexts in
the laboratory. As a result, we constructed the model that the
recognition accuracy was 0.92 or more. And in the recogni-
tion with confusion matrix, we found that the proportion of
incorrect recognition of “Eating” as “Gaming” and “Gaming”
as “General meeting” were highest.

As future work, we will focus on the experimental evalua-
tion using various methods of splitting data sets and algorithms
of the machine learning. Also, we will deploy the model
constructed from this study in the laboratory, and we will
evaluate its performance and effectiveness by conduct the
context recognition on the cloud. In finally, we would like to
study the reconstruct and reuse of the model with the addition
of new contexts or the operation of other environments.
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